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ABSTRACT
User research has become central in design practice and an increasingly wide range of research tools is now available. In this context, design students need a broad understanding of a variety of user-research methods. Cultural probes (or empathy probes) are a designerly method-set which can represent a valuable learning opportunity. This paper is based on four years of experience of introducing self-reporting tools in the design education context, as well as student and participant feedback on probe design and testing. This tool set encourages designers and design students to approach user-research and increased user involvement as a creative challenge. Effective design of self-reporting tools involves careful adaptation to specific user needs and contexts, generating empathy and understanding. Advantages, challenges and difficulties related probes as design tools and as communication and learning are illustrated. The aim of this paper is to position this family of user research tools and show their particular relevance in the design education context.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Research into user needs has been part of design methodology for over 60 years [1], but during the last 10 to 15 years the spectrum of approaches for doing user research within design has widened [2]. User research is not only a question of data collection and identifying needs but is also progressively more about user-inspired design [3], about empathy with users and involving them in the design process. Learning about and practicing ethnographic research in the sense of in-situ data collection, is increasingly important [4] in design studies. User research underpins design activity and is thus an essential part of design learning. Equally there is a need to broaden students’ vision of what user research is and for them to understand how it is part of all stages of the design process [5]. In this context, the series of research approaches that can be grouped under the umbrella term of probes [6] are a valuable learning opportunity on different levels. This paper contextualises this self-documentation [7] research methodology within user research and highlights some issues relevant to design education. This paper presents findings and reflexions based on four years of teaching experience [8] and student feedback on this subject at different stages of design study, in two different universities.

2 USER RESEARCH AND PROBES (CONTEXT/PROBLEM)
Over the last 20 years, user research in design has become more diverse and ambitious in scope. Growing interest in user-centred design has stimulated a shift of focus from users' behaviour to the users' affective experience of human-product interaction [9]. There is an evolution in design activity towards people-centred approaches [10], with more emphasis on inclusivity, empathy and social issues, and research processes that “delve deeply into specific human needs and experiences” [10]. The current design landscape is increasingly multi-disciplinary. It is also important to note that certain user research methods may be closer to (academic) design research while others may be part of design practice. Doing research is a growing part of design education but also designerly ways of doing research are becoming part of wider academic research methods [11]. While relevant to design practice, probes may tend to be seen as a more an “academic” research tool.

With a growing range of user research methods available, thanks to the diversity of theoretical backgrounds influencing current design [9], determining which methods are most relevant to design education is an important point. At issue is both a means to choose which methods need to be part of the
design curriculum, but also helping students to get a sense of the method landscape. One way of conceptualising different types of user research which has proved useful in the context of design teaching [12], is to consider methods in terms of participant implication. In Table 1, a small selection of user research methods are mapped onto a sliding scale of participant implication in the research. This structure, whilst clearly a simplification, clarifies the main families of research methods. Whilst keeping the emphasis on the participant, this categorisation determines a variety of levels of user participation that students can facilitate and be familiar with. Above all, this framework encourages students to think in terms of (collaborating and communicating with) the participant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Interviews</th>
<th>User-narrated actions</th>
<th>Self-documentation</th>
<th>Generating tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOOKING</td>
<td>ASKING</td>
<td>TALKING</td>
<td>SELF-REPORTING</td>
<td>CREATING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fly on the wall</td>
<td>card sorting</td>
<td>shadowing</td>
<td>graffiti wall</td>
<td>collage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>controlled observation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Categorising methods by participant implication**

**2.1 Cultural probes**

“We’ve brought you a kind of gift...They’re a way for us to get to know you better, and for you to get to know us.” An assortment of maps, postcards, cameras, and booklets began accumulating in front of them. Curious, they started examining the materials. Soon they were smiling and discussing them with their neighbours.” [13] This quote, from the seminal paper by Gaver et al., establishing the concept of probes as a research tool, gives a clear idea of what probes are still about. In addition, probes can be said to be methods involving a) user participation by means of self-documentation, b) studying user’s personal context and perceptions, and c) applying exploratory mindsets and materials [7].

Other aspects of cultural probes mentioned in related literature [14] are supporting participant self-reflection, allowing participants to do data collection themselves, enabling research over time, permitting research in multiple locations simultaneously, and requiring fewer resources than other ethnographic approaches. This type of justified but rather pragmatic definition, has needless to say prompted comments on the risk of probes becoming a poor substitute for ethnographic enquiry [4,6]. This danger of cultural probes becoming a form of discount ethnography [15] can be set against a key aspect of cultural probes [6,7,8] which is their designerly nature. Cultural probes contain elements with links to other disciplines such as user diaries for example, but are a tool originating in design. They use skills and a mindset that designers possess. They are form of tool that is designed and involves researcher creativity but also encourages creativity on the part of participants. Probes also have a “making” aspect [2], the tool kits themselves are tangible, which supports communication and helps clarifying objectives both for researchers and participants.

Despite the consciously non-scientific approach of the original probes, subsequent researchers have tried to better define the nature of the tools, suggesting that the process should involve five phases [16]: 1) Tuning in to the topic, planning, designing, 2) Probing by users, i.e., self-documentation, 3) First interpretations by designers/ researchers, 4) Deepening together by users and designers, e.g. follow-up interview, 5) Interpretations and outcomes, sense making by designers/ researchers.

In the above descriptions the expression self-documentation is given to explain what probing is. Probes (and probing), whilst now being the recognised names for this family of research tools, are a strange choice of word. The noun form in online dictionaries relates to something that probes, examines or tests, generally a long thin flexible instrument for exploring the body or an unmanned spacecraft [17]. Probing as a verb can also be trying to discover information that people do not want you to know [18]. More evidence of the naming issue can be found in the large number of what have been called ‘x’ probes, that is to say methods that replace the ‘cultural’ of the original version to indicate a different style or variation in topic [6] (Identity probes, Urban probes, Domestic probes…)

Behind the question of a meaningful name lies an ambiguous aspect of probes. They have become a very popular and widely reported research method, but their experimental, uncertain nature leads to many attempts to codify them into easily-reproducible methods or recipes [6]. Probes illustrate the
3 TEACHING SELF-REPORTING

The probe teaching experience supporting this paper is based on two different sources. The primary source of detailed information on introducing and testing probe design with students concerns a workshop format module with final year (5th year) masters students in service and social design over three years. The secondary source is a series of projects, over four years, with freshman and 2nd year product and service design students aimed at enlarging their user-research tool set. In this second case, use of self-reporting approaches was part of a basic design module and was not compulsory.

The master’s (M2) workshops took place between 2015 and 2017. The class sizes were between 12 and 15 students. The students worked mainly in groups of two or three for the probe assignment. The cohorts of second year design master’s students already had good knowledge of user-research methods but were not familiar with cultural probes before the workshop. The format of the workshops in terms of general content and timing is summarised in Table 2. This gives a simplified over-view of the workshop timing.

In practice the three workshops reported here all had very slightly different time-frames, for example slightly longer period between first and second phases of tutoring, and two and a half rather than three days final phase tutoring. The aims of the workshop were described to students as being two-fold: exploring longer user-product relations in the context of sustainable behaviours and experimenting creative user-research tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY 1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>12.</th>
<th>13.</th>
<th>14.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USER RESEARCH METHODS</td>
<td>READ UP ON PROBES</td>
<td>START TO BUILD</td>
<td>DISCOVERY OF MATERIALS</td>
<td>COMPILING RESULTS</td>
<td>PRESENT/REPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELF-REPORT EXERCISE</td>
<td>START DESIGN/PLANNING</td>
<td>TEST</td>
<td>FOLLOW UP INTER-VIEWS</td>
<td>ANALYSING</td>
<td>1) user context re-search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REBUILD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) process/tool in-sights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REFINE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>work outside of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>class finalising</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kits and self-re-porting by partici-pants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Masters workshop planning example (work in class)

The workshops kicked off with a presentation and discussion of user-research methods, and discussion and exercises around the (sustainability) research subject. Students individually completed a personal self-reporting task in their own domestic context between day one and day two. The second day involved discussing findings and observations from the personal task, followed by presentation, reading and discussion of some academic literature on probes, chosen as giving a variety of views on the subject and being accessible [e.g. 13, 20]. Good practice in terms of probe design/implementation from previous workshops was shared with students. The workshop theme “Using Design/Cultural Probes to gain insights about longer product relations”, required student teams to design and test a probe kit with three participants (who needed to be outside of the student cohort), to be left with them for a period of 7 days. From the end of day two, student groups started planning and designing their probe kits, and started to build rough versions of their kits in class on day three. Teams were tutored individually for help designing and planning, but final versions of kits were for the most part completed after day three. Students were encouraged to test their kits and exercises before roll-out, but due to the tight time frame, not all teams were able to do this.

After the probe implementation and self-reporting by participants, findings were shared and discussed in class on day four. Teams who had not completed follow-up interviews were encouraged to do so, and missing participant material was collected. Class discussion highlighted initial surprises, difficulties and observations from the tests. The last two days of the workshop involved analysis of collected materials and creating a detailed report divided into research subject insights and probe tool insights.

Findings presented here are based on class notes by the tutor over the three workshops, on-going group discussion during workshops, oral feedback at the end of the workshops, written reports by student groups including their feedback on the methods and their experience, and finally participant feedback on the probes experience. While students did not complete individual learning diaries during the process [3], but noted their experiences as a group, the student reports on their process do nevertheless give a behind-the-scenes view on their experience.
The secondary source of probe introduction experience in design education relates to basic design modules between 2016 and 2018 (B1,2). The students involved had less knowledge of user-research methods. Using self-reporting tools in the context of their projects was not mandatory but encouraged. The subjects researched differ from those in the M2 case, some examples are: personal daily commuting experience, personal drinks consumption, drink related waste behaviour, amateur daily running related to weather issues, kitchen sharing in flat shares. Common points between the M2 and B1,2 cohorts are the presentation of user-research methods, discussion of the self-reporting family of tools, students’ unfamiliarity with these methods, pinning up and discussion of results, work space configurations that enable work to be viewed, shared and discussed easily and the relatively short time frame for designing, making and implementing the research tools.

4 A SELECTION OF FINDINGS
Following both Wallace et al. [8] and Mattelmäki et al. [7], the selection of findings detailed here are divided into two perspectives, which also illustrate two different and important aspects of working with self-reporting tools. Firstly, as a tool designed for entering users’ contexts, and secondly as a process of collaborative discovery and learning, including relationship/communication issues.

4.1 Designing/tools issues
“The kit’s quality, even though it is low tech, gives value to participants. It encourages people to get involved.” This M2 team from 2017 designed very simple probe elements, but daily activities were organised into attractively numbered envelopes and the kit was addressed to each participant by name. Probe kits need to be well designed [8,15] and also personalised, and when well-designed give a sense of respect and attention to users [8]. The literature suggests that materials should not be too polished in design, and our findings seem to show that visually simpler but well thought out kits worked better. Some student groups did over-style their probe packages, often without sufficient thinking about user reactions/tasks. Generally, student kits were low tech, both in M2 and B1.2 cases, due to timing and resources, but this also worked better. The few teams who tried more tech-based versions also experienced more failures and difficulties, a point which has been mentioned in the literature [4]. Another issue was media choices not being adapted to participants, which was not a problem in the more low-tech designs.

The tangible, visible nature of probes seems appealing both for designers and participants. For both M2 and B1.2 groups the returned materials were very communicative to the peer group, generating interest in class.

The description “playful” is very widely used in probe related literature, but reactions to this aspect of probes were somewhat ambivalent in work by M2 students. In reaction to the same probe kit, feedback from two different participants included “the activity doesn’t seem serious enough” and “the game is fun, I had more pleasure doing it each day”. A certain number of participants were not comfortable with the overly joykey atmosphere of the student kits and different participants reacted very differently to the same kit (it should be noted that M2 students were designing for 3 different people). One team commented that it “doesn’t work for people who are very rational.” Generally participant comments mention that they “found it entertaining and not boring” and it was a “pleasure to answer”. The “playful” quality needs to be carefully dosed and should not be seen as a prerequisite probe design style.

General enthusiasm for the probe design exercise was very high amongst M2 students, and teams tried quite a variety of methods, and invented some of their own, for example working on a Tinder-themed probe. Role play, fiction and personification tasks seem to have worked very well with participants not having difficulties doing “fantasy” exercises. Some students successfully included audio recording in their probe tasks, in the form of think aloud protocols. Students were good at and enjoyed the creative challenge.

The amount of time needed for student teams to prepare and make their kits varied widely. One group completed all the work for the assignment only during the 6 (full) days of workshop in class, with successful results. A majority of student teams reported spending three to four days designing and making their kits, but some spent much less, reporting just one and a half days preparing time. These findings seem to suggest that probes can be designed and implemented in quite tight timeframes in the context of design education, but it may nevertheless be useful to allow slightly more time than in our model.

This type of tool seems to encourage rethinking time issues in user research. Creative user research can be short but involves shifting the part of the process which demands time. More time designing and
preparing and thinking about participants is required early on in the design process, but subsequently frees up time for other research activities during self-reporting.

While many of the M2 teams were very creative and inventive in their probe designs, certain teams created probe exercises that were close to questionnaires. Boehnert et al. [6] mention this as one of the misappropriations of probe methodology. For students who missed part of the workshop, thus receiving less explanation, there was a tendency to lapse into a form of survey, with exercises that were insufficiently open-ended. [6]

Another result from students who received less explanation of probe methods was to take a formatted or off-the-shelf approach, inspired by what had been seen to work for another group/student. This was particularly the case for B1,2 students who were inspired by the success of their colleagues but tended to assume that the format used was “the” format. Encouraging re-design for each new subject and participant group is important.

The amount of information and support in the B1,2 version was clearly not enough. Only a small number of students used self-reporting tools effectively, but interestingly, those who did use these tools were very enthusiastic about results and their efforts generated emulation in the peer group. The skill set for making meaningful probes does not appear to have been a problem, but grasping the nature of the tool, and making the leap of faith to try it was difficult for the majority of students. This may be in line with findings around failure avoidance in design students. [19]

4.2 Learning/communication issues

Probes have been described as allowing a hands-off, unobtrusive form of user research [20]. An aspect of probes mentioned by many students was how participants appreciated both the distance and the time, but also how both parties felt involved. Self-reporting methods require implication and investment from participants, therefore a lot of care and attention for the people involved needs to go into the design process. In one successful case, (M2) students recorded an audio CD for each participant to accompany them during certain tasks. Participants commented very positively on this idea as balancing a need for intimacy and not feeling alone to complete tasks. This form of research is in fact both hands on and hands off - so teaches a form of restraint and care at a distance, and understanding in advance, which gives value to participants

Students commented in their feedback that these methods, (and the M2 research theme), were good for getting to know participants. In many cases the participant responses and uptake surprised the student cohort positively. Exercises they weren’t sure of were actually completed well.

Many students, both in M2 and B1,2 understood the need to personalise the probe kits. Students also became aware that some form of thank you gift was good to include in their design. This was picked up on by freshmen (B1) students, despite the short time frame, and generated a lot of peer-group discussion. Encouraging awareness of participant contribution and the need to express gratitude appears to show how the tools helped to generate positive attitudes to people and to communication with them.

Communication within the teams is also a positive outcome that can be identified in the findings. In all cases, work done by teams was more successful than for students working alone. The probe designing process may also generate team building [20].

Another team related insight is that students were able to get very valuable reactions from couples responding to probe kits. The literature mentions cases where probes are discussed by participants [8] with other family members but rather than considering the fact that participants may talk to other people during the process, it seems highly beneficial from student feedback to imagine kits specifically designed to be used by couples.

Mattelmaki et al. describe probing being typically applied in the early phases of the design process [7] whereas Wallace et al. [8] describe their use of probing as a longer communication process with participants, spreading well beyond the initial exploration phase. One student group identified these tools as being relevant as a form of icebreaker to start a relationship with participants, and another group felt the tools would work well as part of many projects to get to know participants better, while several groups mentioned participants expressing keenness to continue the exercise beyond the attributed time. The findings from our research support the idea that these tools can be seen as part of a longer participant relationship and may constitute an element to facilitate this participation.

Although in communication and learning terms the M2 student experiences overall are very positive, with students all commenting they hope to use the methods again, it is important to mention that in each year of M2 workshops, one of the (five to seven) groups completely failed to get meaningful results or
misinterpreted the exercise. This failure rate is low but should nevertheless be taken into account. It can also be noted that nearly all M2 teams had at least one activity in their kit that didn’t work as intended, but this could be seen as useful learning in the context of this methodology.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Probes constitute a designerly form of user research that seems to motivate and interest students. User-research can be viewed as creativity, and careful design pays off. This tool set is also design-like in the sense of being open-ended and not producing ‘one right answer’ and is thus useful in the teaching context for showing that not everything “works”, and that good design process is not about control. Probes are particularly valuable learning in the sense that they encourage care and attention to people involved and facilitate non-designer creativity and prolonged participation.

We now, tentatively, suggest a longer list of phases as a guideline for introducing and testing probes in design education, reflecting the need to take more time at the start of the process for careful designing: 1) familiarisation with probe concept, 2) consideration of participants/context, 3) designing, self-testing, re-doing, testing, 4) careful building/making, 5) participant self-documenting, 6) first interpretations, 7) follow-up interview, including participant feedback on process, 8) interpretations + outcomes: empathic understanding, descriptions of users and their contexts, ongoing communication, co-design, reflection on probe process from student designer/researcher viewpoint.

In conclusion, designing and testing self-reporting tools can be a valuable learning exercise, treated outside of a project, and even in quite a short timeframe. Encouraging probe use can be highly relevant in design education, encouraging students away from recipes and easy solutions and towards deeper user understanding, empathy and creativity.
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